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RECENTLY PATENTED INVENTIONS. 
Electrical Devices_ 

APPARATUS FOR CLOSING ELECTRIC 
CIRCUITS.-R. DE LAMPRECHT, Paris, France. 
This invention relates to an apparatus for ef
fecting upon the introduction of one or more 
coins the closing of an electrical circuit for a 
predetermined period. It may be used in con
nection with any apparatus which, through the 
insertion of one or more pieces of money, is 
opened for use to the public for a certain time 
specified in advance-as, for example, self-col
lecting telephones, auxiliary illuminating de
vices for railway-trains, etc.-but is particu
larly suited to effect telephonic communica
tions, for example, by means of the prepayment 
of specified sum. 

ELECTRIC I-IA:\DrER.-L. PAULERO, Peters
burg, Va. In the present patent this inven
tor's improvement has reference to electrically
operated hammers, and the more particular 
object of the invention being to produce a com
paratively simple hammer very easily controlled 
by the operator, and admitting of various de
grees of adjustment. 

01' Interest to Farmers_ 

PLOW.-D. G. BTCHKHAUT, Dayton, Wash. 
One purpose of this improvement is to provide 
details of construction for a plow that adapt 
it for convenient and effective senic" as a hill
side plow by affording means for quickly chang
ing the moldboard and plowshare from one 
side of the plow-beam and to the opposite 
side of the beam, so that by turning the team 
and the plow around, the plow will operate to 
turn the furrow over upon the one last plowed 
and obviating the necessity of plowing around 
a portion of the inclined land, as is required 
by an ordinary plow used in hillside-plowing. 

S'l'ACKER.-P. BROUK, Wilson, Kan. The 
purpose of the inventor is to so construct the 
stacker that it may be readily mounted upon 
and as readily removed from the bed of an 
ordinary farm-wagon and which can be made 
very light, yet durable, and built quite high 
without being cumbersome and also to so con
struct the stacker that a folding conveyor is 
employed in connection with an elevator, and 
especially to provide a horse-power attach
ment for driving the elevator and conveyor 
aprons, which attachment can be quickly con
nected with the framing of the machine or re
moved therefrom. 

SELF-li'EEDER F'OR THRESHING-MA-
CIIINES.-J. JIUSA, Dorchester, Neb. The in
ventor provides a feeder so constructed that 
when a surplus of straw is fed to the band
cutters by the bundle-carrier the cutters will 
continue to act upon the bundles, but the mo
tion of the carriers will be automaticaI1y 
stopped until the normal amount of straw is 
at the entrance to the machine and in position 
to be delivered to the concave and cylinder, at 
which time the driving mechanism for the car
rier wiE again and automatically act to set 
the carrier in motion, and prevent clogging and 
ineffective work where the carrier connects 
with the body of the machine. 

FARc\I-GATE.-J. J. HINER, Woodstock, Ill. 
'rhe object of the invention is to provide novel 
fixtures for a gate which are simple, practical, 
durable, convenient to operate, and inexpensive, 
which enable the easy opening and closing 
movement of the gate, permit it to be closed 
and supported at different heights from the 
ground, and afford automatic means for lock
ing the gate closed at different heights in a 
way to resist the efforts of live stock to open it. 

APPARATUS FOR J)II'I'IXG ANIMALS.
I'J. 'V. BENNETT, Hawlins. \Vyoming, deceased; 
D. CLARK, administrator. In carrying out this 
improvement the inventor had in view as an 
object the construction of an apparatus through 
the medium of which animals may be quickly 
and easily immersed in the bath, and with per
fect safety, as the method commonly employed 
by cattle-owners of forcing animals to jump 
into the solution, at the risk of broken bones 
and other injury, is obviated. Means are pro
vided for keeping the cleansing solution at a 
certain temperature. 

GATill.-P. C. FORRJ']STJolH, Stceator, Ill. In 
this case the invention relates to improvements 
in swinging gates for dl'iv('waYH, and of the 
type designed to be opened and closed from 
either side by a person in a vehicle, the object 
being to provide a simple and positive mechan
ism for causing the swinging movements with
out binding or straining. 

Of General Interest_ 

BUILDING-BLOCK.--E. ID. BENNER, Sar
gent, Neb. It is the objed of this invention 
to provide an improved building-block adapted 
to form a wall which shall be strong, durable, 
firm, and provided with ('ayiUes or chambers 
constituting vertical air passages whereby the 
radiation of heat is prevented, fire and frost 
resisted, and matel'ial saved. 

HOOK AND EYEJ.-F. L. PnrEsT, Houston, 
'rexas. The object of the inventor is to pro
vide features of construction for a hook and 
eye that enable rapid and cheap manufacture, 
adapt these coacting parts to be readily en
gaged with each other, be closed with a snap 
by lateral pressure, that will not slacken or 
have play where they engage each other, can
not become accidentally detached, have resili
ence between the engaged members that insures 
their remaining connected, and does not permit 

a gap between the 
bers join together. 

dress flaps which the mem- sired the resistance may be reduced by decreas-

PUZZLE.-I. C. SCUDDER, Middletown, N. Y. 

ing the pitch of the groove. If the operating 
member displays any tendency to slip r.pon the 
pulley, this may be overcome by substituting 
for a cord a chain, coacting with a tootbed 
wheel. 

Machines and Mechanical Devices_ 

multiplication and division, raising a ,·number 
to a given power, extracting roots, findipg the 
natural sine or tangent of an angle, and, '1lso 
the logarithm of a given number. 

'. 

FRUIT-PRESS.-H. BOLL WEBER, Spokane, 
Wash. In this case the invention refers to im
provements in machines for pressing juice from 
fruit or fruit-pulp, the object being to provide 
a press of simple and inexpensive construction, 

This invention relates to improvements in puz
zles, an object being to provide a puzzle con
sisting of two members so formed as to offer 
some difficulty to attach them, and another 
object is to provide a puzzle with an advertis
ing device, thus making it useful as an ad·· 
vert ising medium as well as amusing. MACHINE li'OR CUTTING BUTTER.- ani by means of which the juice may be rap-

PROCESS OF REDUCING ORES.-D. R. 
ROBlCRTSO:'i, Leadville, Col. Mr. Robertson's 
invention pertains to processes for separating 
the values of ores, placer-dirt, sand, and other 
materials, it being particularly applicable to 
those containing gold, silver, and copper. Its 
objects are to provide a ready method of ef
fectively releasing and recovering the values. 

C. F. HELFLINGER, Elizabeth, N. J. One pur- idly and uniformly pressed out. 
pose in this case is to provide a compact ma-

SIPHON.-J. J. POWERS, Central park, N. Y. 

chine so constructed that butter in bulk may 
be placed in the machine and fed up to verti
cally-disposed knives, which separate the upper 
portion of the body of butter into divisions 
and to provide horizontally-operating knives 
which, when the upper portion of the body of 
butter is vertically divided, act to horizontally 
seyer the butter in bulk, thus dividing the 
upper portion of the bulk into a given number 
of pats. 

Prime Movers and Their Accessories. 

BOILER-FEEDER.-C. ill. FINCH, Forney, 
Texas. In the present patent the invention is 
in the nature of a novel feeder for supplying 
steam-boilers with water in an automatic man-
ner by gravity, so as to maintain the water in 
the boiler at a practically uniform level. The 
feeder works equally well with any chamber 
having an inlet check-valve. 

One object of the invention is to provide a self
charging siphon with a novel means for caus
ing a quick action of the valve at the outlet 
end. Another, is to provide at the inlet end 
of the siphon a simple means for causing a 
rotary motion of the liquid while passing 
through the siphon, thus by centrifugal force 
causing the liquid to impinge closely against 
the interior of the siphon at all parts, and 
effectually preventing the entrance of air when 
the device is in operation, permitting a con
stant and rapid flow. 

BUTTER-CUTTING MACHINill.-C. F. 
'l'OOL FOR OPERATING UPON BOILER-HELFLINGER, Grand Rapids, Wis. The purpose 

BOTTLill.-R. J. MODESPACHER, Hoboken, N. 
• T_ The object of the improvement is to pro
vide a bottle more especially designed for con
taining beer, lemonade, and like beverages, and 
arranged to allow repeated filling and cleans
ing the bottle by the bottler, and to permit 
opening of the bottle by the consumer for pour
ing the conte::lts and to render it rather diffi
cult, and hence unprofitable, for the consumer 
to reuse and refill with same or other liquids. 

PENCIL.-J. UAKANT, North Adams, ;\1ass. 
In use when bringing the lead beyond the point 
or to lengthen it the collar is moved inwardly, 
releasing the lead from engagement with the 
sections, the operating member being moved 
toward the point to protect the lead the requi
site amount. Not in use the lead may be re
leased in same manner, and upon moving the 
operating member in opposite direction the 
lead may be allowed to fall between sections, 
where it will not breru{ or soil objects. The 
eraser is used in the usual way, the sleeve 
performing double function of holding parts 
together and serving as protector. 

SEWING-AWL.-M. R. BOTKIN, Denver, Col. 
This invention relates to awls of that charac· 
tel' c overed by a former patent granted to Mr. 
Botkin. The structure is simple. Threading 
of the needle can be accomplished easier than 
in the prior patent, as the thread is passed 
through a thread-passage between the jaws 
before insertion of needle. The spool, while 
securely fastened in place can be readily de
tached by unfastening the projections and with· 
drawing the pin. 'rhe jaws have a particular 
construction. The annular shoulder limits in
ward movement of the needle, so that it will 
always be properly positioned. As jaws are 
cut only to the circular jaw-head there are no 
notches or slots in which thread can be readily 
caught. 

DISPLAY CABlNE'r OR STAND.-F. R. 
CURRIE, Mason City, Iowa. The inventor em
ploys a cabinet or stand of special construc
tion at both the front and sides thereof for the 
reception and storage of tools or other articles, 
the front being closed by suitable doors, while 
the sides are closed by doors of special con
struction to enable the ready display of sam
ples of goods kept in stock or on sale. The 
structure may be made of any material and of 
any shape or size to suit the particular loca
tion in a store. 

PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING BRICKS 
E'ROM REFUSE FROM COAL OR COKE.-J. 
TIA:.nrERSCTILLiG, Krutenau 7, Strassburg; H. 
S. GERDES, JR., Dobben 42, Bremen, and O. 
DROSTE, Bremen, Germany. In the present 
patent the invention comprises a process for 
manufacturing coal bricks, which consists in 
mixing coal or cokes smalls with peat and so
lutions of alkalies, or of ammonia, drying the 

of the improvement is to provide a machine 
for cutting pats of butter from bulk, which 
machine is not only of simple and durable con
struction, but can be conveniently and expedi
tiously operated to continuously feed a mass 
of butter to a predetermined outlet and cut 
from the mass that portion of the butter 
which is pressed through the outlet. 

ATTACHMENT F'OR SPINNING-MULES.-
J. BOND and L. H. BOND, Waterloo, N. Y. I n  
this case the invention relates t o  spinning; 
and its object is the provision of a new and 
improved attachment for spinning-mules to se·
curely lock the carriage in position when 
stopped to prevent rebound of the carriage and 
imperfect formation of the yarn. 

PRINTING-COUPLE APPLIANCEJ.-F. E. 
KEMPF, Boston, Mass. The object of the in
vention is to provide a printing-conple appli
ance arranged to permit quick adjusting of the 
printing-cylinder relative to the inking appa
ratus and the impression-cylinder to enable the 
printer to conveniently and easily "make 
ready," and insure perfect impressions. This 
is a division of the application for Letters Pat
ent of the United States for a multicolor-print
ing press formerly granted to Mr. Kempf. 

WEIGIIING-MACHINill.-A. G. WITEK, New 
York, N. Y. The invention pertains to spring' 
balance weighing-machines, and has for its ob
ject to provide an accurate method of ascet'
taining the weight of human beings or other 
bodies, objects, and substances of various kinds. 
A further object is to provide a device that 
may b'e used as an article of furniture-such, 
as a chair or table-without detracting or de
parting from the general cbaracter of such 
articles. 

TYPE-WRITER PLATEN.-C. H. STUART, 
Newark, N. Y. The objects of this improve
ment are to provide a platen or roll which shall 
permit tbe type to strike the surface thereof 
at differon" points, and thereby increase the 
durability of tbe platen. Ordinarily in type
writers periods and otber characters strike 
continuously on tbe same series of points 0'1 
the platen and gradually form depressions in 
the surface of great depth, which necessitates 
frequent renewal of the platen, and keeps it 
constantly in a roughened condition. 

DOUBLE ROTARY FORCE-PUMP.-J. R. 
NORTON, San Antonio, Texas. The aim of this 
inventor is to provide a new hnd improved 
doubl� rotary force-pump which is simple and 
durable in construction, not liable to get out 
of order, very effective in operation, and ar
ranged to render the pump positive in its 
action, and to prevent any loss of power. The 
stream sucked up and forced out by the action 
of the pump is continuous. 

PRINTING-PRESS CYLINDER.-G. K. HEN
DERSON, New York, N. Y. The object of this 
improvement is to provide a cylinder for print
ing which will not have certain undcsirabl', 
features, but will have the advantage of em
ploying a speedy and economical system 0f 
using thin, flat, flexible plates of zinc or alum
inium at present in use for lithographic or 
printing purposes, and having novel means for 
bringing the wbole into. exact register. 

mass if necessary, and pressing the same in a APPARATUS F'OR COOLING LIQUIDS.-C. 
suitable manner. GROHMAN, Carteret, N. J. In the present pat-

SUBWAY S'l'RUCTURE.-J. SIMPSON, Vee- ent the invention relates to apparatus for 
derr!lUrg, Ind. Mr. Simpson's invention has cooling water nsed for cooling purposes in con
reference to such structures as culverts and densers and otber machines. The object of the 
the like. Its principal objects are to provide invention is the provision of a new and im
organization of this character which will be proved apparatus for cooling a liquid in a very 
strong and may be readily erected. 'rhe vari- simple and inexpensive manner, and mainly by 
ous elements of his subway structure are pre- the use of atmospheric air. 
ferably molded in concrete, being ready to as- LEATHER-POLISHING MACHINE.-W. H. 
semble at the time the gl'Ound is broken for GEHHITY, New York, N. Y. The apparatus com
erection, this greatly facilitating progress, prises a framing having two endless chains run
which is of much importance in connection ning on sprockets arranged in vertical planes, 
with work upon railroads and highways. the chains carrying the skin-sustaining boards, 

FURNACE.-E'. S. CHASE, Salt Lake City, so that by this means the hides are moved 
l:tah. The object of the invention is to provide through the machine, the hides being manually 
a furnace for steam-boilers and the like ar- placed on and removed from the boards. On 
ranged to insure complete combustion of the the framing are arranged one or more pairs of 
bUl'lling fuel, to prevent the formation of smoke, polishing-rollers. These rollers are arranged 
and to utilize the burning fuel to the fullest to have the skin-carrying boards passed between 
advanta�e, and to keep either one or two fire- them, and are driven revolubly, so that as the 
boxes in action under the steam-boiler. boards carrying the skins pass between the 

TRANSOM-OP[�RA,]'OR.-W. ECKSTIcDl, Lon- rollers the rollers act on the skins to attain the 

don, England. The invention relates to mech- result. 

anism for operating such closures as transoms, 
and has for its principal objects the provision 
of a simple appara tns, smooth and noiseless in 
action. A form of groove accomplishes the 
movement with comparative quickness. If de-

CALCULATOR.-R. N. COOPER, Saybrook, 
Ill. This invention pertains to registers, and 
more particularly to slide-rules; and its object 
is to provide a new calculator designed for ob
taining matbematical computations, such as 

TUBES.-J. L. SMI'l'H, Eureka Springs, Ark. 
Mr. Smith's invention relates to tools for use 
in removing tubes from the flue-sheets of boilers 
and in applying new tubes. With this com
bination-tool the whole operation of cutting 
out the old tube and inserting the new may be 
performed, and the elementS which carry out 
the various operations may be quickly assem
bled, and will operate under application of 
comparatively low power . 

PNEUMATIC ACTUATING DEVICE FOR 
THE REVERSING-GEARS OF LOCOMO
TIVES.-B'. 'YAHTIU]R, Canal Dover, Ohio. In 
carrying out the present invention the inventor 
has in view as an object the provision of a 
new and improved pneumatic actuating device 
for the reversing-gear of a locomotive arranged 
to permit the engincer to quickly reverse the 
engine whenever desired without exerting mucb 
physical force. 

SLIDE-VALVE MECHANISM FOR STEAM
ENGINES.-li'. ill. SMITH, Munnsville, N. Y. 
Locomotives now in general use are so designed 
that when the stroke of the inlet-valve is re
duced to lessen the amount of steam admitted 
upon each stroke there is a similar reduction 
of the stroke of the exhaust-valve, and for any 
reduction of the amount of steam admitted to 
the cylinder there is a corresponding reduction 
of the exhaust. This is exceedingly undesira
ble, because the steam in front of the piston 
opposes a considerable resistance to the move
ment of the latter. In the present invention 
this objection is overcome by providing a sep
arate inlet-valve and exhaust-valve for each 
engine-cylinder, independent mechanism, pre
ferably comprising link-motion devices for re
ciprocating said valves, and mechanism for re
versing the stroke of both valves simultan
eously, which permits the reduction of the 
stroke of the inlet-valve without affecting in 
any way the stroke of the exhaust-valve. 

Kall-ways and Their Accessories_ 

RAILROAD-F'ROG.-P. KYLE and J. H. 
CRESS, Coal bluff, Ind. An object of this in· 
vention is to provide a frog for railroad
switches which shall have its movable part 
locked when in use against any tendency to be 
moved or tilted by the lateral outward force 
of the car-wheel flanges when passing over the 
same. Means are proyided by which the mov
able part of the frog shall also be automat
ically clamped to the fixed part thereof by 
said lateral outward pressure of the wheel
flanges in proportion to force of said pressure. 

SELF-OILING CAR-WHEEL.-ill. T. THAY
ER, Charleston, W. Va. The object of this im
provement is to provide in a car-wheel of the 
same general type as that for which Letters 
Patent were formerly granted to Mr. Thayer, 
a novel removable closure-cap at the outer eun 
of the wheel-hub to facilitate the cleaning d 
the oil-chamber within the hub and to provide 
for the introduction of oil within the chamber 
with less difficulty than in the wheel in tile 
above-mentioned patent. 

AIR-BRAKE.-H. MINNICK, Laredo, Texas. 
This is an attachment to be applied to the 
usual automatic air-brake system having com
munication with the train-line auxiliary reser
voir and 'triple exhaust, and by means of which 
the pressure may be held in the brake-cylinder, 
keeping the brakes applied while the train-line 
pressure is raised and the auxiliary reservoir 
recharged, after which the brake-cylinder pres
sure may be released at will, permitting all 
the parts of the apparatus to resume normal 
running and released position. 

Pertaining to Vehicles_ 

TIRE-PROTECTOR.-N. CAMPBELL, Eliza
bethtown, Ohio. The invention refers to pro
tective devices or armor for rubber tires, pneu
matic, solid or partially solid, or such yield
ing or elastic tires as are used upon automo
biles and other road-vehicles. 'l'he purpose is 
to provide a readily-applied device constructed 
in sections, olle having limited movement over 
the other, which device when applied to a tire 
·will completely cover and protect it from punc
ture and direct wear without in any manner 
detracting from the elastic qualities of tbe 
tire. 

Designs. 

DESIGN FOR A BACK FOR HAND-lIHR
RORS, BRUSHES, OR SIMILAR ARTICLES. 
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-M. T. GOLDSMITH, New York, N. Y. This is 
an ornamental design for a back for hand-mir
rors, brushes or similar articles. 'l'he mirror 
portion is circular with a graceful handle. A 

beautiful figure of a lightly-clad female is ex
tended amid encircling fiowers. 

NOTE.-Copies of any of these patents will 
be furnished by Munn & Co. for ten cents eacb. 
Please state the name of the patentee, title of 
the invention, and date of the paper. 

Scientific .American 

-,.,.--
Notes 

and�uerle8� 
HIN,['S TO CORR}jJSPO�DENTS. 

Name� and Address must accompany all letters or 
no attention will be paid thereto. This is for 
our information and not for publication. 

Referenc�s to former articles or answers should give 

while with an alternating current 110 volts kins's "Catechism of Electricity," page 157, 
gives effects across the condenser, we reply states that dynamos of the under type are in. 
that an alternating current does not charge a variably used for direct connections but does 
condenser at all. A condenser is not used on not say whether manner of winding affects this 
a coil when the alternating current is used, or not. A. Series-wound dynamos are not used 
with it. Without instruments or means of in parallel or coupled together, because if 
measuring the condenser you should make sure either generates too little current that fact 
of each sheet of the paper, make the condenser reduces its power to generate still further 
as well as possible and rely upon the thorough- and finally reverses the machine, which short
ness of' your work. circuits the system. These matters are fully 

(9608) A. B. asks: Two weeks ago I 
discussed in Crocker's "Electric Lighting," two 
volumes, which we can send for $6. 

Businus 4n" Ptrson,,1 
date of paper and page or number of question. purchased from you Hopkins's "Experimental W:IInts. Inquiries not answered in reasonable time should be SCI·ence." In the description of the ;,� -horse� " repeated; correspondents will bear in mind that "" (9610) A. L. R. asks: L In running 

READ THIS COLUMN CAREFULLY,-You 
will lind inquiries for certain classes of articles 

numbered in cousecutive ortier. If you manu
facture these goods write us at once and we will 
send you the name and address of the party desir
ingtheinformation. jll everyeRse it is neces
sary to give the nUlIlber of' the inquiry. 

JrrUNN &; CO. 

some answers require not a little research, and, power motor in Volume 1., I find a few dimen- levels for a waterway of considerable length, though we endeavor to reply to all either by sions missing: 1. Diameter of poles of fields. like the Panama Canal, is not the rotundity of letter or ill this department, each must take 
his turn. 2. Width of coils on poles and number of lay- the earth an important factor that must be BUY�i:ed

wi��in[ur
to 

cgl����se
wfW b:rt��l;ni�g�d

a';;i{h ers of wire on same. 3. When soldering wires considered? A. In running levels for water
addresses of houses manufacturing or carrying to bars of armature, should both ends of twisted ways of considerable length the line which is 

Spec��i �r'ft�;", Information on matters of personal wires (when cut apart) be connected to same actually run is substantially a circle whose 
rather than general interest cannot be expected bar? If not, how should they be connected? center is the center of the earth. The sites without remuneration. 

be 4. What thickness of leather board should be taken by the instrument between successive set-SCie��:c 
a:':.':�i';."�c:'UP�I:;::'ee'i� �:���

r
��c�� 

may used for the lining of armature grooves? 5. tings are so short that the curvature of the Marme Iron Works. UhlCa!ro. Catalog-ue free. Books referred to promptly supplied on recelpt of Must there be an insulation between armature earth does not appreciably affect them, and at Inquiry No. 6"12.-For manufacturers of lead MinJ';;fi' sent for examination should be distinctly disks and sleeve? 6. Total thickness of disk each new setting of the instrument the line pipe making machinery. marked or labeled. (not counting flange and nut of sleeve). 7. of the level is parallel to the circumference Forbridgeerecting engines. J. S. Mundy,Newark,N.J. In Fig. 498 on page 514, should first coil go of the earth at that point. 2. If it were pos-IU'lui ry �o. 671:!,-Wanted, address of parties (9605) C. J. J. Co. says: Can you do I from 18-1 to 9-8 as shown, or from 18-1 to sible to stretch a wire, perfectly taut, across weavmg cotton tubing in 24-lllch lengths or longer. I us the favor to answer in the columns of your 10-9? 8. What size wire should be used for a lake ten miles in width, so that it is per-.. U. S." Metal Polish. Indianapolis. Samples free. paper the following question? We desire to spring of carbon brush? 9. Diameter of driv- fectly level and absolutely without sag, would 
ml�:h':l.f!s�rng ����g-;;b�O��

d
, 

address of parties know how much water will be lifted by a simple ing pulley. 10. Should field magnet be of it not be necessary that the shore end of the 
Perforated Metals, Harrington & King Perforating undershot wheel having straight paddles, 14 in wrought iron, or would. cast iron answer the wire be anchored at an elevation of not less number, symmetrically spaced around the wheel. purpose? 11. Is it necessary that there be In- than 162-3 feet above the water to prevent the Co., Chicago. 

The wheel is 14 feet in diameter with paddles sulation between each layer of wire in arma- immersion of the wire at the center of the c!�l:t�il�iie �i�y�t?�g���.o:m�lf
n
e�!g�:�

r
��St�:e�fa�

l� 6 feet long and 16 inches wide. The wheel re- ture and also in field? 12. Would you please lake? A. If it were possible to pass a perfectly of tape wbich operates typewriter car"iages. volves eight revolutions per minute and dips give me data for the construction of the straight line across a lake ten miles in width, Handle & Spoke Mchy. Ober Mfg. Co., 10 Bell St., into the canal carrying water 16 inches deep, rheostat-wire, etc.? A. The dimensions of the anchors must be elevated not less than Chal(rin Falls, O. the ends and edges of the paddles fitting the the parts of the motor described in "Experi- 16 2-3 feet above the water to prevent the Inquiry No, 6716.-For parties having good rub· canal quite closely, not more than '4 -inch I mental Science," Volume 1., page 510, which line from going below the level of the water ber reclaiming process. slack showing at any point. The canal is' are not given in the list of sizes, may be deter- at the center. 3. An extensive and perfectly Commercially pure nickel tube, manufactured by The curved to compel the wheel to lift the water i mined by measuring drawings in which the level plain is traversed by a range of moun-Standard Welding Co., Cleveland, O. 

I d' . 2'h feet so that the total duty is a lift of 2'h parts appear with others whose ImenSlOns tains; to pierce which, for a railroad, requires ��:t;��or.?· 
6717.-Wanted, address of violin feet for the width of the wheel. Can you give. are given. Thus in Fig. 497a, the diameter of a tunnel ten miles in length. If such a tunnel 

Sawmill machinery and outfits manufactured by the us an opinion as to the amount of water that the pole pieces can be found from the diameter is excavated with a floor perfectly level, as 
Lane Mfg. Co .. Box 13, Montpelier, vt. would be lifted by such an apparatus, and of the field-magnet drum. You will find them indicated by the surveyors' level Or by "tees" 

InqllirY No, 671S.-For firms in United .States the power required to operate it? A. If we to be 2'4 inches. From the same figure the placed at both ends and the center, as sum
manufacturing- apparatus for the drr distillatIOn of understand your question aright, the wheel is thickness of the field coils is determined to be ing the possibility of sighting that dis
:r.i'gt�: 

for producil1l( alcohol, charcoa and other pro- to be driven by external means, and used in 1 inch. We do not know the number of layers tance, would not the center of the tunnel 
The celebrated" Hornsby-Akroyd" Patent Ssfety Oil a sense as a pump to lift the water in the of wire in each field coil, but you must wind be lower than either end or than the 

Engine is built by the De La Vergne Maohine Company, canal up a curved incline two and a half feet. 1)8 pounds in each coil. The number of layers plain outside, Rnd would not the water in the 
Foot of East 13Bth Street, New York. If this assumption is correct, and if there is will be determined by your skill in winding the tunnel drain toward the center? Would the 

Inquiry No. 671!1,-For manufacturers of ma- no slip between the water and the paddle wheel wire closely. In soldering the wires to the I specific gravity of an object placed in the cen-chines makinl( shipping tags. and no leakage past the paddles, 2,500 feet bars of the armature, solder the end of one coil ter of the tunnel be affected by the super-Gut strings for Lawn Tennis, Musical Instruments, of water will be lifted per minute, which would and the beginning of the next to the same bar' j incumbent weight of the mountain mass? A, 
and other purposes made by P. F. Turner, 46th Street require, if the efficiency of the apparatus were Any thickness of leather board m�y b: �sed If the tunnel which you mention were to pierce and Packers Avenue, Chicago, Ill. ! perfect, 12'h horse-power. As a matter of which will not be cut by the wire III wllldillg. a range of mountains ten miles long, it would Inquiry No, 6720,-Wanted, address of manufac- I fact, however, there will be a certain amount A piece of the thickness of heavy paper should not go in a straight line with the mountain, turer or dealer in water glass. 'of leakage past the paddles, amounting to 10 be sufficient. N o  insulation is required be- but be an arc of a circle whose center was the In buying or selling patents money may be saved per cent, or possibly 20 per cent. This would tween the armature disks and the sleeve. It center of the earth, or else, as a matter of and time gained by writing Chas. A. Scott,719Mutual decrease the quantity of water actually lifted would have been specified had' it been required. good engineering practice, it would be enough Life Building, Bulfalo, New York. from 2,500 to 2,250 cubic feet, and as the We do not know the number of armature disks higher in the center, than indicated in the 
m!��fai�br��' 0�7
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q�bf�� efficiency of the apparatus is not perfect, It which will be required to fill the space allotted above statement, to allow drainage in both tions, etc., on postal cards with metal or rubber type. will require more power by a considerable to them on the sleeve, No. 25, B. & S. gage, is directions. If such a tunnel were excavated We Manufacture on Contract anything in lil(ht Hard- amount. The efficiency of this device would 0.0179 inch thick. Slight inequalities and with a surveyor's level stationed at the point ware. Write us for estimates. Edmonds-Metzel Mfg. probably not be far from 55 or 60 per cent. roughnesses will probably prevent you from where the range of mountains left the level Co., 143.153 South Jelferson Street, Chicago. This would increase the power actually re- bringing the disks into actual contact all over plain on one side, it would Come out on the Inquiry No. 6"22.-Wanted, address of manufac· quired to drive the wheel to from 16 to 20 their surfaces and so you will not get the total other side of the mountain range 65 feet above turer of railway twket machmes. horse-power. In order to have a reasonable number into the core which this thickness the plain. If the tunnel were excavated in an We manufacture iron and steel forl(ing-s, from twenty margin of safety, it would be well to allow would indicate. The coils of the armature are exact straight line from the plain on one side pounds to twenty-five tons. Crank shafts of all varle- 25 horse-power. If this device is to be used, to be put into the slots as given in the winding to ,the plain on the other, at the entrance of ties. Erie Forge Company, Erie, Pa. 
it will be necessary to either use buckets in, plan. Follow the directions closely. For a the tunnel on either side there would be a rnquiry No, 6723.-Wanted, oyster baSkets in . h ddl h I b h i ' 6'L pints and quarts made of white paper with thin copper place of fiat paddles III t e pa e w ee , or spring upon the carbon rus es severa sizes down grade of 65 feet in ten miles, or 7'� 

wire handles. else to have paddles considerably wider than of wire would do equally well. No. 16 or 18 feet to the mile. The tunnel would be level in The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT is publish- 16 inches, or else to have them made with a will answer. The driving pulley should be of the center, and would be at that point 16 2-3 Ing a practical series of illustrated articles on experi- piece at right angles at the top of the paddle a size to produce the proper speed in the ma- feet below the surface of the plain. The specific mental electro-chemistry by N. Monroe Hopkins. to prevent the water from running back over chine to be driven by the motor, which is to gravity of an object placed at the center of Tnquiry No. 6724.-For manufacturers of bullet-· the top of the paddle after it has been lifted give 1,600 turns per minute. From this you the tunnel would be slightly less than outside proof felt. a portion of the way up the incline. can calculate the diameter of the pulley re- on the plain, because of the influence of the Sheet metal. any kind, cut, formed any shape. Die-
(9606) E. S. asks: Will you kindly quired. The field-magnet frame is of cast iron. mountain. making, wire formilll(, embossing, lettering, stampinl(, 

give me the scientific reason for the hour be- The cut shows the mark where the two parts 
(9611) H. M. says: Please give the punching. Metal Stamping Co., Niagara �'alls, N Y. of the pattern came together in molding for Inquiry No, 6725.-Wanted, manufacturers of fore dawn being the darkest and coldest, par-

the casting, in Fig. 497. The insulation be- best receipt for making whitewash for outside good reliable air guns, also llovelty manufacturers, ticularly the former? A. We do not know any 
tween the layers of wire in all the coils is work. A. A good durable whitewash is made as 
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b��n���:� terms. W. L. LIGGINS, 1413 Poplar St., St. Louis, Mo. darkest. The popular proverb is, "It is always 
for the rheostat. Usually a rheostat giving the process, to keep in the steam. Strain the Inquiry No. 6726.-Wanted, electri� and combi- darkest just before dawn," which we always liquid through a fine sieve, and add to It 7 nation fixture, parts, flttings

t 
an

d
d elec

l
trwal supphes; understood to refer to the mental attitude of three speeds is purchased. One with the coils 

pounds of salt previously welJ dissolved in also electro·plating equlpmen an supp les. 
a man who I'S hard pressed and finds help. The imbedded is to be preferred. 

WANTED.-Colonial silverware. Any one wishing to warm water; 3 pounds of ground rice boiled 
sell any authentic silver 'made in this country during coldest hour of the night is found to be from (9609) G. C. T. asks: Will you kindly to a thin paste and stirred in boiling hot; 
the eil(hteenth century, please communicate with C. A 3 to 4 A. M. The darkest hour is when the answer through the notes and queries column 'h pound powdered Spanish whiting; 1 pound M. Box 773, New York. sun is furthest below the horizon, or mid- the following questions? 1. While trying to find clean glue, which has been previously dissolved 

Inquiry No. 6727.-F0r manufacturers Of. any night. We do not see any other scientific con- the direction of magnetic lines of force in the by soaking it well, and then hanging it over a 
��fg i�f

a sfo't.
usernent device operated by droppml( a clusion. All daylight is gone from the at- fields of a small dynamo I used a hand compass, slow fire in a small kettle, within a large one 

mosphere after the sun is 18 deg. vertically and after letting the compass touch the poles filled with water. Add 5 gallons of hot water Manufacturers of patent articles. dies. metal stamps below the horizon, the time which marks the a few times I found that the north lend of the to the mixtul'e, stir it well, and let it stand a ing. screw machine work. hard ware specialties, machin. 
ery and toois, Quadriga Manufacturing yompany, 18 end of twilight of evening and the beginning of needle had been influenced some way and would few days covered from dirt. It must be put 
South Canal Street. Chical(o. the morning twilight. Between these two times be at rest only when pointing due south. The on quite hot. For this purpose it can be kept 

Inquiry No. 6728.-For manufacturers of hand- it is deep night and there is no reason why i compass is still in that condition. Please ex- in a kettle on a portable furnace. About 1 
o,erating machines for planinl( wood floors. one of the hours should be darker than an- plain reasons for this and a way to change pint of this mixture will cover a square' yard. 

other. needle back to original condition. Compass (9612) C. 
F. writes: Some time ago 

You can rent a well equipped private laboratory by 
day, week or month from Electrical Testing Labor
atories. 5!B East bOth Street, New York. Absolute 
privacy. Ask for terms and facilities. 

(9607) W. A. P. asks: I am building is inclosed in brass case and with what I I read about a liquid or composition which 
a 12-inch spark coil according to Allsop direc- suppose is a steel dial. A. The needle of your placed into a tree stump or roots would rot 

of a de- tions. What test can I make to find if I compass has its magnetism reversed by the and thereby destroy them. Could you explain InQuiry So. 6"29.-For manuf8;cturers fi Id . th t th former I vice for sawiD� stone by means of a WIre. . have a good or perfect condenser? If I put dynamo e 1!1 some way, so a e this or any other similar process of destroy ng 
Space with power. hea t. light and machinery. if de- 250 volts 1 lamp in series across the foil ends north end is now south. To restore It to its tree stumps? A. In the fall bore a hole in the 

sired, in a large New England manufacturinl(concern, I get no trace of leakage or short circuit, former polarity, place the compass so that center of the stump, about 18 inches deep and having more room than is necessary for their business. but 110 alternating lamp series does not light the needle cannot turn and bring the end which 1 to 1'h inches in diameter. Put in about 2 Address Box No. 401, Providence, R. L the lamp, but there is a big leakage-so much you wish to have north against the south or ounces saltpeter, and fill the hole with water; 
Tnquiry No. 6730.-For manufacturers of spoke- that it cannot be held in the hand. I refer to minus pole of the dynamo. In a short time plug it up tight. In the spring take out the turning machines. using the condenser only, as the coil has not the needle will be charged in the P!oper di- plug, pour in 8 or 10 ounces petroleum, ignite, WANTED.-Rp.presentativeto sell our spinning-. weav- yet been built. I have 20 sections secondary: rection. 2. Is it necessary with a . ser�es-wound and the stump will smolder, but not blaze, to iflg- and batting machinery, by oldest firm in �'rallce built on the primary and receive only % -inch: dynamo to have the external CirCUit closed the extremities of the roots, leaving only ashes. and Germany. Gralld prize awarded PariS Exposition, 

spark with or without condenser, the maximum when starting, provided the field coils are Dynamite is also extensively used. Address Steeg. 563 William Street, Buffalo. d? A It i t ha e . . number being 96 sections. Does this app�ar separately excite . . s necessary 0 v 
B k '  1 A chicken Inquiry No, 67:11 ,-For the best illlXiug- vats. aIr . hi? A The leakage of a condenser is found the external circuit of a series dynamn closed I (9613) W. . as s . . compres�ors, washers, etc .. f�r a dynamIte plant. . . �Ig 

ch�r i� it and discharging it immediately, when it is started. It will not generate I gains ab.out twice in weight for the first twen�y-Splendid openmg for a hlg-h-l(rade mechamcal en�1 , . y g � . d I . 't f 15 E M. F on open circuit since no current can i four hours after hatching. What do they lIve 
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o�h:a�atiO fI�w aro�nd the field until the external circuit i on, as they . do not eat anything? A. I\�S 
and metal sp'ecialtie •. Applicants most be in prime of of the discharge gives the leakage. There is I is closed. It is not .the same �it� a shunt 

I
: true that chicks ('u� go fO� sev�r

f
al

th
d
e
a�s w:ef� life and now employM. Preference Will be g-iven to i no way of finding the leakage without proper machine, which has ItS field CirCUit alwa�s ?ut food, as there IS suffic ent gg

Th applicants who have had modern scientific traininl( In 

I 
instruments to measure with. We do hot see closed. 3. Are series or shunt wound field COils i III the stomach to supply nutrime�t. ey 

mechanical schools of high standing .. U�qualifled re- any proof of leakage in what you write, though best adapted for dynamos that are direct con- I will . eat on t.he first day, howe:ver,. If food Is 
ferences will be exacted. All commullicatlOns received h t . t I If ou mean that nected or does the manner of winding affect prOVided. Ch'cks almost double III sIze the first ·ctl fld t' 1 Add W a you say IS no c ear. y , . 

b 
. 

II'e ed from 
will be regarded as strl y con en Ja . ress 

d' t t f 220 volts snows no leakage tb� coupling 'ot dY!1I.\U10!> ill any WRY? llRW- !lay, owing to the organ!> elUg re v Mecll.llUlclIl ]l)ngiueer, 130'1' 773. New York. a Iree cnrren 0 , 
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